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Unique, memorable experience & package, as “the packaged Definitely Different real deal!”  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

mirchee is a destination management company that caters to the client or traveler who is looking for `the' tour 
operator that can offer that extra special service along with unique and different travel ideas. That’s what sets us  
apart, as we take the extra effort to ensure all your travel needs are met with, as per your expectations.  
Our forte lies in Meetings, Incentive, Conference, Exhibitions, & Trade Delegations, Event Management, Student              

Programs, Special Focus and Leisure group travel.  

In saying “our prices are generally very competitive with exemplary service, and combined with a great experience. 
All-in-all, this is our core focus which is valued most highly by our clients.  
We confidently, though never arrogantly claim to, constantly ensure and strive to offer that truly unique & 
memorable experience & package, as “the packaged definitely different real deal".   
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          KENYA   

SIKKIM, LEH & LADAKH - INDIA          SOUTH AFRICA   

    ZIMBABWE   

   ZAMBIA   BOTSWANA   
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    NAMIBIA   SEYCHELLES   

   MAURITIUS   

ZANZIBAR      

MADAGASCAR   

  
       TANZANIA   
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 We Care  
  
  

  
Having had a fulfilling holiday and being assured that you have socially and    

environmentally contributed in a small but responsible manner -wouldn’t that make 
your travels a little more worthwhile?    

We want to make a difference and do our best in making the world a better place for  
 

each and every one. A small contribution (even as little as R 10) will help us make that   
difference. Every year or sooner, ‘mirchee’ will donate the contributions to a charity,   
or charities, of our choice and all details of these initiatives will be posted on our   
website.  
     

We at `mirchee' also strive to make a difference in the quality of our living environment. 
We are concerned about the carbon footprints we leave behind and how we can make a 
difference to preserve our environment both for us and for generations to come.  

We do our best to ensure that our suppliers and hotels we deal with have a greening 
policy in place. Reduce, Re-use, Recycle is our policy.   


